Using the “Search” facility, find out which series the book *Silverfin* belongs to.

Using the “Search” facility again, this time find the entry for *Steve Barlow*. Which series of books has he written?
1. 
2. 

List all titles in the *Little Women* series:

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Find the entry for *Lemony Snicket* and click on his homepage. There is a warning on the page. What does it say?

Do the same for *Meg Cabot*. There is a window to close on the home page, what does it say?

Using different features of this website, find out the following:

**Dr. Seuss’** first name: 

The number of books in the *Edge Chronicles* series:

The title of the second volume in the *Children of the Lamp* series.

Now you need to use the library ‘Searchstar’ catalogue to check whether we have all the volumes of the *Pure Dead* series by Debi Gliori in the library.

Which one(s) is (are) missing?

Using ‘Searchstar’ see if we have any books by *Michael Morpurgo*? Yes / No

If yes, how many? ______________